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ABSTRACT
While there is a broad theoretic foundation for creating
computational players for two-player games, such as Chess,
the multi-player domain is not as well explored. We make
an attempt to apply a multi-agent approach to a multi-
player game with huge search spaces and multiple adver-
saries, namely no-press Diplomacy. We tested our solution
against other available bots in an open competition and show
that our solution outperforms its competitors in score while
being competitive in speed.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial Intel-
ligence—Coherence and Coordination, Multiagent Systems

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
Diplomacy, Multiagent system, Contract net, Game bots,
Board games

1. INTRODUCTION
The creation of computational players (in short: bots) for

two-player games is a well known domain of computer sci-
ence and mathematics. For games with manageable search
spaces, these methods include extensive searching for possi-
ble moves, and weighting of found positions to find the best
move from the current position. Such methods can then
be improved by using heuristic methods, such as Iterative
deepening [19] and Alpha-Beta pruning [8, 11]. However,
such solutions are not applicable to all kinds of games. In
Diplomacy1, the search space is huge — the exact number
1Diplomacy ( c©Hasbro Inc.) as described here is the "No-
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of unique openings is 4,430,690,040,914,420 (not counting so
called useless supports) [13]. This clearly makes exhaustive
search intractable even one step ahead (not to mention to
search in a search tree with a branching factor of 4.4 · 1015).
This makes Diplomacy a very interesting game to study,
since the uncertainty and unmanageable search spaces are
properties that it shares with the real world, while the soft-
ware environment and unambiguous rules still make it a vi-
able domain for experiments.

This work explores the possibility of using a multi-agent
architecture to create a Diplomacy bot, in an attempt to dis-
cern whether a distributed solution can successfully compete
with centralized solutions in games with high complexity and
huge search spaces.

Our method consists of the development of a Multi-Agent
System (mas) based bot for Diplomacy, and evaluation of
the performance of that bot compared to existing bots, by
arranging a Diplomacy tournament.

In the following section, Diplomacy will be described and
the bot environment will be introduced. We also briefly de-
scribe some previous attempts to create Diplomacy bots. In
Section 3, the bot developed is described, and in Sections 4–
5 the experiment setup and the results are presented. We
finish by discussing our results, draw some conclusions and
point out some possible directions for future work.

2. DIPLOMACY AI DEVELOPMENT ENVI-
RONMENT (DAIDE)

Diplomacy is played on a map resembling Europe in 1901
where the overall goal is to take control over Europe by
leading England, France, Germany, Russia, Turkey, Italy or
Austria–Hungary to the victory, see Figure 1.

The different types of provinces are defined in how they
interact with units. There are two kinds of units: fleets and
armies, denoted ’F’ and ’A’ respectively. Armies can only
traverse land provinces and only over land borders. Fleets on
the other hand may move only in sea and coastal provinces,
and may never enter a landlocked province.

Some (land) provinces are supply centers - marked with a
dot on the map. Each such supply center allows its owner
to construct and maintain one unit - in other words, the
maximum number of units a player can control is the number
of supply centers it controls.

press Standard" variant - it is played on the original map,
but without negotiations. More information on Diplomacy
variants can be found in [4] and [5]
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Figure 1: The Diplomacy map in the beginning of a
game.

Season Activities
Spring movement Move, Hold, Support, Cut support
Summer retreats Retreats, Disbands
Fall movement Move, Hold, Support, Cut support
Winter retreats Retreats, Disbands
Winter adjustments Owners build new units

Table 1: The activities in the Diplomacy seasons

Turns in Diplomacy are measured in seasons (or phases)
which are: spring movement, summer retreats, fall move-
ments, winter retreats and winter adjustments (or winter
builds). During each movement season, all players submit
orders for their units. During retreats, units that have been
dislodged are retreated or disbanded, and during the adjust-
ment phase supply center ownership is decided and units
are built or disbanded. When the game begins, all players
control three centers except Russia, which controls four. Ini-
tially all players have units on those control centers. These
centers are considered the players’ home centers. The signif-
icance of home centers is that they are the only places where
new units can be constructed.

A player can take control of an uncontrolled center or a
center of another player by occupying it with a unit during
the winter adjustment phase. That player then controls the
center until another player takes it over in a similar fashion.

The aim of the game is to dominate Europe by controlling
at least 18 centers - the first player to do so is the winner
(by a solo victory). Games ended prematurely (i.e. after a
predefined number of seasons) are always considered a draw
between all surviving players.

2.1 Orders
Units can in a movement season only move to, and interact

with, units in provinces bordering the province they reside
in. A fleet may not directly interact with units in landlocked
provinces, and armies may not interact with fleets in a sea.
Any unit can also be ordered to hold — stand ground, or

to support the action of another unit, see Figure 2. In any
season, orders for all units are entered secretly by each player
and then revealed and carried out simultaneously.

All units are of equal strength, and whenever two units try
to enter the same province, a standoff occurs (bounce) and
the involved units do not move. This also happens when a
unit tries to enter a province where there already is another
unit (that is not moving away). A unit can give support into
any province it can move to. Support is given either to hold
(defend) or move (attack) and is only valid if the supporting
unit is not attacked itself - even if that attack is unsuccessful.
The act of attacking a supporting unit is known as cutting
support. If a supported unit moves to a province where there
is an unsupported unit, the attacked unit is dislodged. Dur-
ing the following retreat phase, dislodged units must retreat
to an unoccupied province other than the one the attacker
came from, or (if a retreat is not possible) be disbanded. The
general rule of movements is that equal strength bounces, su-
perior strength prevails. For a more in-depth discussion of
the rules and their implications, we refer to the rule book [2]
and/or The Game of Diplomacy [18].

2.2 Previous Approaches to Diplomacy Bots
There have been several previous attempts to create an

automated Diplomacy player:
The Israeli Diplomat (by Kraus and Lehmann) was pri-

marily concerned with the diplomatic aspect of the game [12].
In no-press Diplomacy the possibility to negotiate at the
player level is removed, while in ordinary Diplomacy, this
aspect is a major part of the game. The Israeli bot was re-
portedly quite successful — it played better than its human
counterparts. It used an agent based approach, and distrib-
uted tasks between agents that were ordered in a hierarchical
fashion.

The Bordeaux Diplomat (by Loeb) was based on an opti-
mized best-first searching algorithm, seeded with best-guess
moves [14]. It used scripted "book openings" to increase the
performance, and an evaluation method that created areas of
varying importance that the bot should try to control. The
strategic and tactical planning seemed to be done through
searching with heavy pruning to offset the huge search space.

The LA Diplomat (by Shapiro, Fuchs and Levinson) uses
pattern-weights and temporal difference (td-) learning to
learn succesful strategies in playing no-press Diplomacy [17].
By playing a large amount of games against itself, it man-
aged to learn some strategic aspects of the game although it
started without any such knowledge.

None of the above bots were available in versions compati-
ble with the Daide system on which we ran the experiments
and they will therefore not be commented further.

DumbBot 2 (by Norman) works by first calculating values
for all provinces, and then creating orders based on those
values [3]. When evaluating provinces, it takes into account
supply centers, owner size and proximity, as well as the at-
tack strength it has on the province. Then it tries to move
units to the highest ranked province, with random chances
at moving towards lower ranked provinces with the chance
declining proportionally to the values computed. If the unit
is already at the best place it can reach, it holds, and if an-
other unit is already occupying the province or is moving
there, it either supports the unit (if it is not already
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Figure 2: Opening moves for a game of Diplomacy. Arrows indicate movement orders, the dashed arrow from
the Austrian army in Budapest (bud) indicates that it is supporting the movement of the army in Vienna
(vie) to Galicia (gal).

guaranteed to succeed) or picks the second best move. Re-
treats, builds and disbands are handled in much the same
way - try to get units from low-ranked to high-ranked
provinces.

DiploBot 1.2 (by McNeil) bases its tactical analysis on
setting weights on all provinces and then analyzing pos-
sible routes [16]. It first analyzes the threats around its
own supply centers and units, and adjusts priorities be-
fore analyzing routes. It uses a stepped-iterative approach
where a sequence of different modules modify the weights
of each province based on some criteria. Once every mod-
ule is done, it passes the resulting weighted map to the
routes analyzer which returns a sorted list of routes per unit.
The sorting considers the value of the route, the ratio of
threats/supports, the priority flags set by the threats analy-
sis mentioned above. It then moves down the sorted list and
tries to assign the best route for each unit. For building, it
selects the empty supply center that is the most threatened
and builds a unit based on the ratio of neighboring provinces
that are lands or seas. For removing, it simply removes the
unit that is the furthest away from the home provinces.

Man’Chi (by Roberts) has the most complete strategic
planning of the bots available [15]. Two versions are used in
our experiments:

• AttackBot initially picks a random neighbor and at-
tacks that player until somebody else attacks it - then

it targets the player that attacked it. Pays little atten-
tion to defense.

• DefenseBot - like the AttackBot but with heavy em-
phasis on defensive goals and only minor attacks
against its target.

RandBot (by Norman) simply creates a random set of
valid moves from the moves available to each unit and is
in the tournament as a reference [3].

2.3 DAIDE
Daide (developed by David Norman) is an environ-

ment that allows automated Diplomacy players to compete
against each other [3]. It consists of a communications model
and protocol, and a language for bots to negotiate and spec-
ify instructions together with a server which bots can use to
play against each other.

3. THE DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
OF THE HAAI BOT

HaAI is the name selected for the attempt to create a
multi-agent based Diplomacy player. The bot was imple-
mented in Java and is able to connect to the Daide server
to play.
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HaAI consists of a Mas and a communications interface
through which the system communicates with the Daide
platform. The Mas hosts one unit agent for each unit the
bot controls in the game. The Mas also has a common world
model based on the jDip adjudicator and the jDip world
model, an open source implementation of Diplomacy [9].
This model gets updated through the communications in-
terface and that is available to the agents of the system, see
Figure 3. The units of the opponents are not represented by
any agents in the system; their current positions however,
are of course shown in the world model.

A

A

F F

A
A

A

A

Unit agents

World model

HaAI Diplomacy bot

Communications interface

DAIDE

Figure 3: An overview of the architecture of the
HaAI bot.

3.1 The Unit Agents
The unit agents represent the units of the player. At the

start of the game, one unit agent is created for every starting
unit by the bot engine. Further unit agents are created when
the bot is allowed to build additional units, by letting a
unit agent create itself at the best available location and the
best available type for a new unit. The unit agents have
the ability to evaluate their surroundings and create goals
of movements using those evaluations. They also have the
ability to support goals created by other unit agents.

3.1.1 The Goals of the Unit Agents

The Mas maintains a set of (one step movement) goals
proposed by each agent.

Each goal in the set contains information about:

• the expected value of a successful move,

• the threats possibly preventing the success of the goal

• the amount of support that is needed to guarantee an
achievement of the goal

• the amount of support that may be enough to try to
achieve the goal

Add best Goal to
GoalList

Add all possible
own Supports to

GoalList

Commit to Goal

Commit to support
Goal of another

UnitAgent

Goals and
Supports from

GoalList; DONE

Call received?

Supports
required?

Request to add another Goal

Receives request
for Supports

Try a Goal; own Goal on
top of GoalList

Request to commit
to offered Support

No

Enough Supports
available?

Yes

No

Yes

START: Receives
request for goals

Request Supports

Pass GoalList to
owner of best

Goal

Own Goal on
top of list?

Remove Goal
from list

Yes

No

Add all Goals
previously added
to list. Add one
additional Goal.

Figure 4: Flowchart of the information passed be-
tween the agents of the system.

• the agent who proposed the goal, and

• a sorted list of the unit agents that are able to offer
support. The list is sorted in increasing order based
on the values of alternative goals of these agents.

3.1.2 Unit Agent Movements Coordination

The coordination model is loosely based on the Contract
Net [20], with modifications to suit our domain. In the ter-
minology of Smith, the task announcements used are the
goals created by the unit agents, and the bids are the sup-
port offers that are attached to those goals. In this way,
every agent will act as both a Contract Net manager and
contractor.

When the movements coordination is initiated, the follow-
ing steps are taken (see Figure 4):

1. All unit agents submit their highest valued individual
goals to the common set of goals

2. The unit agents are then requested to add all support
(bids) they can give to the goals in the list. For each
goal these supports are sorted in order of their cost
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Parameter Explanation Vanilla Berserk
Eval_Scope How far the agent should look in its evaluation. 8 12
Range_Decline How many % of the value of a province that should trans-

fer to neighboring provinces.
12 10

E_C_Fall The value of an enemy center in the fall. 1000 1200
E_C_Spring The value of an enemy center in the spring. 800 1000
O_C_Threat_Fall The value of an owned, threatened center in the fall. 1000 900
O_C_Threat_Spring The value of an owned, threatened center in the spring. 800 800
O_H_Center Extra value given to own threatened home centers. 1000 1200
E_H_Center Extra value given to an enemy home center. 500 1000
Retry_Factor Retry tweak factor. 1.05 0.90
O_Occ_Unthreat Chain avoidance factor. (Unthreated units) 0.60 0.30
O_Occ_Threat Chain avoidance factor. (Threatened units) 0.70 0.50

Table 2: HaAI parameters and values for Vanilla HaAI and Berserk HaAI.

(i.e. the value of an alternate goal for the offering unit
agent).

3. While the list of goals is not empty, the unit agent with
the highest valued goal examines if there are enough
support offered.

• If the needed support is not available, the goal
will be removed from the set of goals.

• If there is enough support, the supporters that
have offered the cheapest support will be notified
to commit to this goal, and all of them as well
as the attacking unit agent will purge the rest of
their goals and all of their support bids from the
set of goals (cf. the award message in the Con-
tract Net - however, there are no tasks completed,
or report messages sent.).

4. All unit agents not committed to a goal are then re-
quested to (if possible) add a new goal. In addition,
any previously submitted goal(s) will get a random
chance of lowering their required support, based on
the difference between the value of the considered goal
and the value of the last added goal of that same unit
agent.

3.1.3 Building New Unit Agents

The creation of a new unit agent is initiated by the system,
but the rest is handled by the unit agent to be built. First,
it will decide whether an army or a fleet is most needed; it
will always try to make the army/fleet ratio match the ratio
of non-home centers reachable by a unit. Then, it will build
at the best available home center for that kind of unit. If it
attempts to build a fleet, and no fleet builds are possible, it
will (if possible) build an army instead.

3.1.4 Disbands and Retreats

When disbanding, the unit at the position with the lowest
value will be disbanded. Retreats are decided by letting the
retreating units pick their best retreat; conflicts are handled
by comparing the second best retreats available, and so on.

3.1.5 Evaluation

When evaluating a province, only those provinces with a
supply center have their own value. That value is based

on whether the bot is owner of the center or not, as well
as what season it is. No value is given to own centers
that are unthreated. After computing this base value, v,
the values of provinces are also increased with a fraction
(v · (Range_Decline/100)distance) of the base value of all
provinces within Eval_Scope moves. In addition to this,
in order to avoid chains of several moves that depend on
each other (which generally is a bad thing in Diplomacy) the
value for a province occupied by a friendly unit is decreased
(using O_Occ_Unthreat or O_Occ_Threat).

3.2 Weights & Variants
HaAI was created in two different variants, with slightly

different characteristics, listed in Table 2.
The HaAI Vanilla has basic weighting, this bot made little

difference between offense and defense.
The HaAI Berserk prioritizes centers owned by enemies,

and especially their home centers. It is more likely to try a
move with low chances of success than HaAI vanilla.

4. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The experiments were conducted as a series of games

where all seven participating bots were assigned their start-
ing player uniformly distributed at random. Each game was
played until there were:

1. a solo victory,

2. no change in supply center ownership had taken place
for five consecutive game years, or

3. three minutes had passed.

592 games were played on a single AMD 1700xp 768
DDR running Windows XPpro. The scores awarded were
(7/(number of survivors)) points for a draw, and 7 points
for a solo victory. Less than 2% of the games were aborted
because of the time limit.

4.1 Participants
Both of the two described variants of HaAI participated in

the tournament, as well as Man’Chi AttackBot 7, Man’Chi
DefenceBot 7, RandBot, DiploBot v1.2 and DumbBot v2.
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5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We will now present the results of the tournament both

regarding the scores of the bots, their ability to survive an
elimination and their speed.

5.1 Scores
There are two ways of scoring in Diplomacy, as discussed

in Section 4: to win games (i.e. to solo), or to still be in the
game when it ends prematurely (i.e. be part of a draw).

In Tables 3–4 we see the individual sums of scores of the
bots of the 592 matches that were run (of which 487 were
solos, the rest of them ended in draws). The total score is
shown in Table 5.

Clearly, HaAI Berserk performs well, winning 18.4 per-
cents of the games, although DiploBot, DumbBot, HaAI
Vanilla and Man’Chi AttackBot all are between 12.7 and
16 percent (see Table 3). Although Man’Chi DefenceBot
was only able to win 40 matches, it was best on the draws,
closely followed by HaAI Vanilla. DumbBot was by far the
bot that was least able to survive to a draw, reaching barely
over the level of RandBot as shown in Table 4.

In total, HaAI Berserk performed best with DiploBot and
HaAI Vanilla on second and third place. As expected, ran-
dom movements (represented by RandBot in our tourna-
ment) is not a successful strategy in this game (either).

5.2 Elimination
Another aspect of Diplomacy is the ability to survive.

Even though a solo implies that it is just a matter of time
before the soloing player will be able to conquer the rest of
the provinces, it may still be of interest to see what bots are
able to survive an elimination. In Table 6 we see that the
very same bots that are among the best in reaching draws
(the Man’Chis and the HaAIs), also survive elimination to
a higher degree than e.g. DumbBot.

5.3 Performance
Each bot was set to play against itself for ten minutes of

effective game time, and the total number of orders submit-
ted per second for the seven participating bots was recorded.
In Table 7 we can see that the DumbBot was by far the
fastest bot, leaving HaAI and Man’Chi far behind. Slow-
est of them all was DiploBot, only managing 3.7 orders per
second, about 15 times as slow as DumbBot.

6. DISCUSSION

Bot Matches
won

Percent Solo
score

HaAI 0.63 Berserk 109 18.4 763
DiploBot 1.2 95 16.0 665
DumbBot 2 87 14.7 609
HaAI 0.63 Vanilla 81 13.7 567
Man’Chi AttackBot 7 75 12.7 525
Man’Chi DefenceBot 7 40 6.8 280
RandBot 0 0 0

Table 3: Solo score totals.

Bot name Draw Score
Man’Chi DefenceBot 7 164.27
HaAI 0.63 Vanilla 157.64
Man’Chi AttackBot 7 133.32
HaAI 0.63 Berserk 103.05
DiploBot 1.2 98.10
DumbBot 2 42.34
RandBot 36.29

Table 4: Draw score totals

Bot name Total Score Score per match
HaAI 0.63 Berserk 866.05 1.46
DiploBot 1.2 763.10 1.29
HaAI 0.63 Vanilla 724.64 1.22
Man’Chi AttackBot 7 658.32 1.11
DumbBot 2 651.34 1.10
Man’Chi DefenceBot 7 444.27 0.75
RandBot 36.29 0.06

Table 5: Average score totals

Bot Matches
eliminated

Percent elim-
inated

HaAI 0.63 Vanilla 59 10.0
Man’Chi DefenceBot 7 76 12.8
HaAI 0.63 Berserk 87 14.7
Man’Chi AttackBot 7 115 19.4
DiploBot 1.2 116 19.6
DumbBot 2 348 58.8
RandBot 1 530 89.5

Table 6: Elimination records

The focus of our discussion will be on the validity of the
results, the reasons for them, and their relevance, especially
to the area of Mas.

6.1 Validity
We invited the no-press Diplomacy community to submit

bots to an open tournament in May. Since only two submis-
sions were acceptable (DiploBot and DumbBot; Man’Chi ini-
tially crashed too often), we extended the deadline and ran
the tournament in September including the Man’Chi bots.
There were at least three more bots that were not able to
participate due to compatibility problems: the Israeli, the
Bordeaux, and the LA Diplomats [12, 14, 17]. We have
no reason to believe that our HaAI solution would not be
competitive against them (in no-press Diplomacy) as well as
their later competitors, DiploBot, DumbBot and Man’Chi.
It would however require too much effort to recreate these
early bots just based on their descriptions in the available
sources. In all, we think our bots performed well in the (up
to this date) best possible available bot resistance, although
preliminary results show that they still are beaten by good
human players.

Another aspect is the consideration of processing time.
The Daide server does not support neither limitations in
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Bot type Orders/s Implementation Language
DumbBot 2 55.9 C++
HaAI 0.63 19.6 Java
Man’Chi 7 12.7 Java
DiploBot 1.2 3.7 Java

Table 7: Bot performance (orders/s)

bot processing time, nor the ability to force a draw after a
certain number of years.

6.2 Qualitative Analysis
We believe that there are several factors contributing to

the good performance of HaAI:

1. The short look-ahead allows HaAI to spend more time
on negotiating and reaching a good solution one step
ahead, than e.g. DiploBot which struggles with the
inherit complexity of planning in this rather unpre-
dictable environment.

2. The handling of uncertainties is essential. If HaAI was
to restrict itself to choose between the moves that were
guaranteed to succeed, it would not survive very long
(unless it ran an extremely defensive strategy, but then
it would never solo). HaAI, especially the Berserk ver-
sion, seems to do this better than its opponents.

3. The clustering of goals implements an iterated best
move first strategy, whereas, e.g., DumbBot uses a
roulette wheel based selection of moves, thus it has a
higher probability of choosing a worse move compared
to HaAI in the same situation.

Even though the iterated best move first strategy is a heuris-
tic that may lead to non-optimal allocation of available re-
sources, the problem of finding the optimal solution is a bin
packing problem, and thus NP-complete.

6.3 Relevance
So, how relevant is this demonstration of multi-agent so-

lutions? It can be argued that the chosen domain is far
from reality. On the other hand, no-press Diplomacy holds
a number of properties that it shares with domains that are
considered to be hard (such as robot football) e.g.:

• The number of possible future states (even one step
ahead) is too large to facilitate exhaustive search.

• The environment is hostile, in the sense that several
actors try to gain from your loss.

• Coordination of actions is needed in order to succeed
in performing certain tasks.

We argue that the domain has passed the level of toy prob-
lems (even though there are of course more complex environ-
ments available) and that our solution is novel in the chosen
domain. There have been other attempts to make agent
based solutions to other games such as Chess [1, 6, 7] and
Risk [10]. In the case of Chess, Drogoul [6] and Fransson [7]
have tried to create Mass playing Chess based on various

kinds of negotiations between the Chess pieces, rather than
traditional minimax search algorithms, but the performance
of these systems is not overwhelming. AntChess takes an
artificial ant approach to the problem [1]. Keppler and Choi
used only one agent that they trained using neural nets to
learn good strategies for playing Risk [10].

Even though Diplomacy share several properties such as
being competitive, demanding supportive actions at piece
level, etc. with Chess and Risk, there are great differences
too, as (partly) shown in Table 8.

Property Diplomacy Risk Chess
Moves parallel one

step
sequential
multi-step

sequential
one-step

Outcome depends on
opponents

dice-based deterministic

Pieces two types single type six types
Board map map symmetric
Pieces/prov. 0–1 1–∞ 0–1

Table 8: Differences between the games Diplomacy,
Risk and Chess

These differences force us to approach the problems from
different directions when designing agent systems able to
play the games. For instance, Chess allow (and force) us
to plan the support several steps ahead, something that is
very hard to do in both Risk and Diplomacy. Risk is a game
involving rolling dice. When calculating the possibility of
reaching a far goal within the turn of the bot, it has to
keep multiple models representing the possible outcomes of
conquering intermediate provinces on its way to the final
goal in order to replan if the losses on the way are too high.

Still there are parts of the systems that are common:

• A Mas is easily modularized in pieces or provinces.

• The agents can, by negotiating with other agents within
reach of it, make common efforts to achieve (possibly
partly) common goals.

• The agent metaphor provides a good way of modelling
utilities at the individual agent level.

Is then Mas techniques the only way of implementing
HaAI? Although the funcionality of HaAI could be imple-
mented by means of traditional centralistic approaches, we
have found that agents are well suited to model the units of
Diplomacy.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel distributed solution for playing

no-press Diplomacy that is based on a multi-agent system.
The agents of the system represent the units currently under
control of the player. By using a contract net based protocol
for negotiating about how to coordinate the joint actions, our
solution showed good performance reached at an acceptable
amount of time in competition with available state-of-the-art
solutions.

8. FUTURE WORK
Future work will include:
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• Calibrating the parameters of the model in order to
find a near optimal setting for the Diplomacy domain.

• Try our approach in domains, such as Risk, Go, etc.

• Adding a module of strategic analysis. At the mo-
ment, HaAI performs well without paying any atten-
tion to strategic matters. While DumbBot for instance
prioritize to attack the strongest opponent, Attack-
Bot and DefenceBot selects a target player to attack,
and DiploBot works with dynamically prioritized ar-
eas, HaAI only looks at the tactical information. We
believe that some strategic consideration would im-
prove HaAI even further.

• Improve the method of analysis of the strategies, e.g.
by using replicator dynamics [21].
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